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ELLIS Middle Mastery teaches solid
grammar skills and cultural awareness to
help transition intermediate learners into
advanced learning levels.

“For a teacher like me, ELLIS is a dream
come true. ELLIS provides endless practice
that frees my time to do more individual
work with students.”
—

ELLIS Middle Mastery teaches
communication and basic grammar skills
to intermediate learners from middle
school through higher education, as
well as in business, adult literacy, and
vocational training programs.

NANCY STEWARD,
ESL COORDINATOR,
DEL MAR COLLEGE

ELLIS Middle Mastery presents hundreds of scenarios in its 20 lessons, ranging from shopping to
casual social situations. Each scene helps learners
become more comfortable with everyday English
while they practice vocabulary, grammar, listening, and pronunciation at self-paced levels.
Learners can take advantage of ELLIS Middle
Mastery’s dialogue-branching feature to choose
different outcomes for every video situation by
selecting a character from any video segment
and assuming that role in the scene. Role-play
gives students a chance to participate in real-life
situations in a non-threatening way, helping them
to gain confidence and stay motivated.
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ELLIS Academic 3.0 Suite Features
Enhanced Content
• New products for learners at all levels
• Integrated skills foundation
• New in-depth, tutorial-based lessons
• Macromedia Flash animations
• Voice recording and comparison
• Native language support in dozens of languages
• New accent reduction tools
• Interactive role-play

With hundreds of hours of instruction, ELLIS
Academic 3.0 combines digital audio and video,
voice recording, role-play, and native language
support to create an engaging, research-based
environment for every level of English language
training. ELLIS Middle Mastery is part of this
complete, enhanced ELLIS solution for teaching
and learning the English language.
ELLIS Middle Mastery helps intermediate learners
integrate new skills and improve their ability to
communicate in English with the following features:
• User-driven dialogue branching

• Interactive photo dictionary
• Detailed quizzes and tests

• Self-paced Grammar Summary pages, which
introduce structure, rules, and examples

• Enhanced, integrated help feature
• New computer-adaptive placement test
New Management and Reporting Tools
• Correlations to district, state, and national standards
• Help-at-a-Glance cards

• Pronunciation videos for each sound taught
• Student Workbook with reinforcement
lessons and writing practice
• Native language support in dozens of languages

• Certificates of Completion
• Parent Letter Templates (pre-translated in dozens of languages)

• Progress quizzes with immediate scoring

Improved Instructor Utilities
• Tracks student progress
• Measures student achievement and proficiency gains
• Allows creation of individual student / class learning paths
• Increases teacher control options
New Supplementary Materials
• New ELLIS Intro Course Books and Listening CDs
• Additional Web-based reading and writing activities
• Student Workbooks and Instructor Guides
New Technology Enhancements
• Available on Mac OS
• Internet-capable Instructor Utilities
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